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Abstract
Simulation is the process where a real world entity is modelled and implemented
on a computer. It turns out that all simulations in all application domains use
only a few dierent simulation algorithms. In this article four of these algorithms
are derived informally. Starting with a denition of a simulation specied in a
functional language, a demand driven simulation algorithm, continuous time, dis-
crete time and discrete event algorithms are subsequently derived. The advantage
of using a functional language to specify these algorithms is that it is relatively
simple to reason about several aspects, as correctness, eciency, expressiveness,
and potential parallelism.
The algorithms are not functionally equivalent, they have increasing expres-
siveness and increasing eciency at the cost of decreasing potential parallelism.
This is illustrated with the help of a trivial example from the eld of logic circuit
design, although the algorithms can be used for other (large) applications with-
out modication. The four simulation algorithms have been implemented and
executed to verify the eciency considerations in practice.
1.1 Introduction
Many simulation tools have been developed over the past decades. Some
tools are specically written for one application (the simulation of a cer-
tain type of microprocessor), other tools are useful for a specic application
domain, such as uid dynamics, digital signal processing architectures or
queueing problems. Despite the rich variety of simulators, all are based
on the same simulation principles, which will be discussed in detail. Most
simulators have one problem: the vast amount of CPU time needed. To
provide insight in the fundamental problems involved in developing ecient
simulation methods, a formal, functional description of each of the basic

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2 FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION OF SIMULATION ALGORITHMS
simulation algorithms is given. These descriptions are analysed with re-
spect to the expressiveness, eciency, and potential parallelism. Because a
formal description is used to specify the algorithms, it is possible to reason
about these properties(Kelly 1989, Sijtsma 1989).
Reasoning about a description and its properties is facilitated by view-
ing the description as an abstract machine. Execution on an abstract sim-
ulation machine corresponds to executing a simulation. The abstract ma-
chine view of simulation algorithms allows a clear separation to be made
between the specication of the simulation systems and the specication
of the simulated object. The rst plays the role of the abstract machine,
the latter plays the role of an abstract machine program, as is explained in
Section 1.2.
Section 1.3 presents the essence of simulation. The resulting algorithm
will never be used for real simulations because of grave ineciencies. From
this inecient algorithm, a simulation algorithm can be derived with a
continuous time scale, as presented in Section 1.4. Continuous time simu-
lators are mostly used to model physical processes, where variables change
continuously in time. The algorithm can also be turned into a discrete
time simulator (Section 1.5), which is more ecient when processes with
discrete steps are to be simulated, as for example logic circuits, or problems
with queues. In Section 1.6 the event driven simulator is presented, which
is the most ecient simulation algorithm for discrete time problems. The
paper is concluded with a discussion of the most important properties of
the four algorithms.
1.1.1 Running example and notation
Throughout the paper, the Flip-Flop is used as a running example. The
Flip-Flop is one of the elementary circuits that can be used for data storage.
The schematics of the Flip-Flop are depicted in Fig. 1.1, together with the
truth table. Although a Flip-Flop is not a complex circuit, it possesses all
hard problems for simulation: it contains a loop, it contains state, and it
will not stabilise unless used in the right way. The Flip-Flop has two inputs
labelled Set and Reset, and two outputs, Q and Qb. For a stable situation
both Set and Reset are kept high, giving a high signal on one of the outputs
and a low signal on the other: Set = Reset = 1 ) Q = :Qb. Driving
Set low for a while causes Q to become high regardless of its previous
state. Driving Reset low for a while causes Q to become low (and Qb high)
regardless the previous state. Driving Set or Reset low for a short period
of time brings the Flip-Flop in an oscillating state for an indenite period
of time: it causes a short pulse to start racing through the two nand gates.
In Miranda(tm of Research software Ltd.) the high and low signals are
represented by H and L respectively, while the X stands for an undened sig-
nal that can be either high or low. All program fragments use the following
denition for the type representing the state of a wire called threestate
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Fig. 1.1. The Flip-Flop circuit and truth table.
and the denition of the nand characteristics (refer to (Bird and Wadler
1988) for an introduction to functional programming, and to (Turner 1985,
Turner 1990) for the denition of Miranda):
> timestamp == num || The time is stored as an integer
> threestate ::= X | L | H || undefined, low, high
>
> nandfun :: threestate -> threestate -> threestate
>
> nandfun H H = L || The only way to get `Low' out of a nand
> nandfun L b = H || `Low' on left port forces a high output
> nandfun a L = H || `Low' on right port forces a high output
> nandfun a b = X || all other inputs result in undefined
The function nandfun takes two values of the type threestate and pro-
duces a value of the same type. When applied to two High input values
(nandfun H H), the result is a low output (L), a low value on the rst or
the second parameter results in a high output, while all other inputs (for
example nandfun H X) result in undened, X (note that a and b are free
variables).
The Flip-Flop is simulated, under the assumption that the nand gates
introduce a xed delay of 3 time units. The Set and Reset wires are driven
by the two clock signals that are depicted in Fig. 1.2, together with the
expected output signals on Q and Qb. The signals on the Q and Qb wires are
initially undened, which is shown by the shaded areas. The rst change
is a transition of the Set wire from low (0) to high (1) at time t = 7. This
has no further eect on the state of the circuit. The second change at time
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Fig. 1.2. The inputs and outputs of the examples, the shaded parts denote
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t = 14 does have an eect on the state of the circuit, which is shown by
the two arrows, that represent the causality of the sequence of events. The
transition on the Reset wire rst causes a transition on the Qb wire with
a delay of 3 time units. This in turn causes a transition on the Q wire
with another delay of 3 units. The system is simulated through another
transition of the Set wire and another transition on the Reset wire.
1.2 An abstract machine program for the Flip-Flop
A system of interacting components, such as the Flip-Flop, can be described
by using recursion equations. Assuming that the signals Set and Reset are
dened externally, two equations are necessary to fully dene the Flip-Flop:
Q = Nand Set Qb
Qb = Nand Reset Q
Set = : : :
Reset = : : :
The true interpretation of the signal wires is the ensemble of all possible
values on the signal wires at every possibly instant in time. Simulation
provides an approximation to the values at approximated time instances.
Because all values of interest are approximated, simulation on a computer
is feasible.
The recursion equations that describe a system, which is to be sim-
ulated, can be viewed as an abstract program. Such a program may be
fed to a certain number of abstract machines that dier in the way in
which simulation is performed. All abstract machines should give correct
results. The results may be dierent only in the level of detail provided
or in the time it takes to perform a simulation. Fig. 1.3 shows the four
dierent abstract simulation machines. Each provides an implementation
of the Nand abstract machine instruction. This implementation performs
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> wire == timestamp -> threestate
>
> || ================= ABSTRACT MACHINE PROGRAM =================
> q, qb :: wire || Definition of the q and qb
> q = nand1 set qb || Define upper nand
> qb = nand1 reset q || Define lower nand
>
> || ============ INPUT OF ABSTRACT MACHINE PROGRAM =============
> set, reset :: wire || Definition of set and reset
> set t = L, if t mod 28 < 7 || This defines a clock
> = H, otherwise || 7 ticks low, 2 high
> reset t = set (t+14) || reset is shifted set.
>
> || ==================== ABSTRACT MACHINE ======================
> delay :: timestamp -> timestamp
> delay t = t-3
>
> nand1 :: wire -> wire -> timestamp -> threestate
> nand1 x y t = nandfun (x tbefore) (y tbefore), if t > 0
> = X, otherwise
> where
> tbefore = delay t
Fig. 1.4. The source code in Miranda for a demand driven simulator.
the simulation of the circuit based on the data structures used by the par-
ticular abstract machine. Although each abstract machine uses a dierent
data representation and mode of execution, no changes should be required
to the abstract program. We shall work through each of the four basic
simulation algorithms and see how faithful we can be to this principle.
1.3 Demand driven simulation
The Miranda program of Fig. 1.4 shows a demand driven simulator. The
approximations to the real values of Q, Qb, Set and Reset are represented
by the functions q, qb, set and reset respectively. The type signatures
show that these functions map approximated time (of type timestamp)
onto approximated values (of type threestate). As required, the abstract
program (i.e. the recursion equations) are literally present in the Miranda
program. The nand1 function and the associated data structures represent
the abstract machine.
The state on the wires at a moment t in time is dened in terms of
the output of the nand gate at time t, while the nand-function at time
t depends on the state at the input wires at time (delay t). When the
simulator is asked for the state of Q at time 40, all states of Q and Qb
are recursively calculated until the moment the simulator comes to a well
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dened state (when one of the input signals is low, the output of the nand
is xed regardless its previous state), or until time zero, when the signal is X
(by denition). In this example, the calculation of q 40 requires the values
of set and qb of three steps earlier (the delay of the nand gate), the value
of set 37 (which is H) and the value of qb 37. To calculate qb 37, the
value of reset 34 (H) and the value of q 34 is required. This depends on
the value of set 31, which is L; consequently q 34 equals H, qb 37 equals
L, and q 40 thus equals H, which is the answer.
An interesting aspect of the demand driven simulator is that by ex-
pressing it in a lazy functional language, the mode of evaluation required
by the simulation is the natural mode of evaluation provided by lazy evalu-
ation. The language implementation guarantees that the computations as
described above proceed in exactly the way described. Most importantly,
no states are calculated that are not strictly required, and all expressions
can be evaluated in parallel. In spite of this apparent ecient behaviour,
demand driven simulation is not used in practice because of three serious
drawbacks. Firstly it outputs only the state at a given moment in time,
the question: \What is the rst time that Q will become high after time
T" cannot be answered directly, only an exhaustive search can provide the
answer. To print the history of state changes on both q and qb one would
apply each to all time stamps of interest, as is written in Miranda with the
map function:
> map q [0..27] = [X,X,X,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,L,L,...
> map qb [0..27] = [X,X,X,X,X,X,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,H,H,H,H,H,...
The second drawback is that the recursive calculation places a huge demand
on the memory, since a whole stack of calculations is built before they are
evaluated. Thirdly, in a more complex circuit, where Q is used in more
than one place, Q will be recalculated each time leading to an exponential
time consumption. All three drawbacks can be relieved by reversing the
order of computations, thus by starting with the state at time zero, and by
processing forward in time. By memoising (Hughes 1985) the old states in
(lazy) lists, states in the past can be referred to. There are two ways to
maintain these lists: with implicit timing information, giving a continuous
time simulation, or with explicit time stamps, resulting in a discrete time
simulation. These methods are presented in the next sections.
1.4 Continuous time simulation
A simulation of the Flip-Flop with an implicit continuous time increment is
an improvement over the demand driven simulator (Vree 1989). The wires
are now represented by innite lists (streams) of states. The i
th
element of
such a list represents the value of the wire at time i  
t
, where 
t
is the
time increment. The components are modelled by functions working on
these lists, as synchronous processes (Kahn 1974). A nand-process in the
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> || ================= ABSTRACT MACHINE PROGRAM =================
> q, qb :: [threestate]
> q = nand2 set qb
> qb = nand2 reset q
>
> || ============ INPUT OF ABSTRACT MACHINE PROGRAM =============
> set, reset :: [threestate]
> set = [L,L,L,L,L,L,L,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H]
> reset= [H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,H,H,H,H,H,H,H]
>
> || ==================== ABSTRACT MACHINE ======================
> delay :: [threestate] -> [threestate]
> delay xs = X:X:X:xs
>
> nand2, nand2' :: [threestate] -> [threestate] -> [threestate]
> nand2' x [] = [] || terminate
> nand2' [] x = [] || terminate
> nand2' (x:xs) (y:ys) = nandfun x y : nand2' xs ys || apply nand
> nand2 xs ys = delay (nand2' xs ys)
Fig. 1.5. The Flip-Flop in a continuous time simulator.
Flip-Flop thus takes two lists of states as input parameters and produces a
list of states as output. The source code for a continuous simulation of the
Flip-Flop is shown in Fig. 1.5. Comparing this with Fig. 1.4, shows that
the abstract program has not been altered, although the abstract machine
and the data structures involved are now completely dierent.
The function nand2 consumes states from two input streams, and pro-
duces the output-stream with help of the function nandfun as dened ear-
lier. The function nand2 starts with three undened states on the output
list (X:X:X) to model a delay of three time steps. As before, the four wires
are named q, qb, set and reset, and are connected by means of two nand
gates. By providing two input lists for the Set and Reset, the program
computes the approximated output values on the streams Q and Qb:
> q = [X,X,X,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L]
> qb = [X,X,X,X,X,X,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H,H]
Although the lists q and qb are mutually dependent, the algorithm does not
deadlock because the start elements of the lists are dened (X:X:X). The
productivity theory of (Sijtsma 1989) provides a framework to reason about
liveness of functional programs. In terms of this theory, the function nand2
is +3-productive, indicating that a (cyclic) network of nand2 functions is
productive (which means that the network will keep producing elements as
long as input is provided on the input lists). Since the functions operating
on the streams are independent, the simulation can be parallelised easily.
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An essential property of continuous time simulators is that the time
step is constant: all processes are synchronous, the states are produced
synchronously, implying that all components of the simulation use the same
time step. This type of simulator is used in simulations where the state
would change continuously in time, but where the state is necessarily mod-
elled with small discrete steps because the time cannot be incremented
continuously. This technique is amongst others applied in (Vree 1989) for
the simulation of water heights. Other examples include the simulation of
electrical currents in a circuit or the positions of planets in a solar system.
All such systems can be simulated with the same technique. Most of these
problems do not have discrete state values, like the high, low and undened
values used in the Flip-Flop simulation, but a real value, estimated by a
oating point number.
Modelling processes with a non constant time step with a continuous
simulation model results in a waste of computing power, since it is not
necessary to recalculate the state continuously: stable parts need not to be
simulated. This feature is provided by a discrete time simulator.
1.5 Discrete time simulation
To dene a discrete time simulation, again streams are used to model the
state of a particular wire in the circuit. In contrast with the continuous
simulator, the streams now have explicit time stamps, to allow the functions
to operate asynchronously on these streams. The processes may consume
an element from one input list, without consuming an element from the
other input lists. There is thus no direct relation between the position in
the stream and the time stamp.
In Fig. 1.6 the Flip-Flop is specied with a discrete time model. The
stream modelling a wire consists of data structures of the form Until T V.
The meaning of this data structure (called a tuple for short) is that the wire
will be in state V until time T ; at time T the state changes instantaneously
into the value described by the next tuple. By denition, the time stamps
of the tuples in a stream are increasing: the time proceeds forward. The
nand function operating on these streams generates an output tuple for
the state up to the lowest time-stamp in its input streams. Since all other
streams have a higher time stamp, the states of all these streams are dened
by their rst tuple.
By adding a constant to the time stamp of the output tuple, the delay of
the nand-gate is modelled. In contrast with the continuous time simulator,
the lists consist of the changes only: the length of the lists does not depend
on the granularity of the time.
The representation of the Flip-Flop in Fig. 1.6 satises the requirement
that the abstract program should remain unchanged while the abstract
machine uses another data structure and corresponding Nand function.
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> || ================= ABSTRACT MACHINE PROGRAM =================
> q, qb :: [state]
> q = nand3 set qb || The upper nand
> qb = nand3 reset q || The lower nand
>
> || ============ INPUT OF ABSTRACT MACHINE PROGRAM =============
> set, reset :: [state]
> set = [Until 7 L, Until 28 H ] || A clock period
> reset = [Until 14 H, Until 21 L, Until 28 H ]
>
> || ==================== ABSTRACT MACHINE ======================
> state ::= Until timestamp threestate || The state of a wire
>
> select2 :: [state] -> [state] ->
> (timestamp,threestate,threestate,[state],[state])
> select2 xs ys = (yt,xv,yv,xs ,ys'), if yt < xt
> = (xt,xv,yv,xs',ys ), if xt < yt
> = (xt,xv,yv,xs',ys'), otherwise
> where
> (Until xt xv):xs' = xs
> (Until yt yv):ys' = ys
>
> delay :: timestamp -> timestamp;
> delay x = x + 3
>
> nand3, nand3' :: [state] -> [state] -> [state]
> nand3' [] ys = [] || Terminate
> nand3' xs [] = [] || Terminate
> nand3' xs ys = Until (delay t) (nandfun xv yv) : nand3' xs' ys'
> where
> (t,xv,yv,xs',ys') = select2 xs ys
>
> nand3 xs ys = Until (delay 0) X : nand3' xs ys
Fig. 1.6. The source code for a discrete time simulator.
The correctness of the discrete time simulator can be established by
showing that the simulator does not deadlock, generates correct outputs,
and makes progress in time. The simulator will not deadlock because of
the following invariant: the consumption of a tuple from an input stream,
will always result in a new tuple on the output stream. By using the
theory of (Sijtsma 1989) again, the function nand3 is +1-productive so the
simulator will not deadlock. The simulator generates correct output values
as long as all streams are ordered on their time stamp. It can be proved
from the denition of nand3' that when the time stamps on the input
lists are increasing, the output lists are ordered as well, hence all streams
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are ordered. Because a non zero delay is added to the time stamp, the
simulator makes progress in virtual time.
The invariant \each consumed tuple produces an output tuple" is also
the weakness of the approach. Due to the loop in the denition of the
Flip-Flop, tuples with increasing time stamp but identical state will start
racing around the Q and Qb, while the state of the circuit does not change.
This is best observed on the calculated value of q:
> q = [Until 3 X, Until 6 H, Until 9 H, Until 10 H, Until 12 H,
> Until 15 H, Until 16 H, Until 18 H, Until 20 H, Until 21 L,
> Until 22 L, Until 24 L, Until 26 L, Until 27 L, Until 28 L,
> Until 30 L, Until 31 L]
Although q is high from tick 3 until tick 20, there are seven tuples stating
that q is still high at ticks 6, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, and 18. The tuple at tick 12
is caused by the tuple at tick 6: Until 6 H in q causes a tuple Until 9 L
on qb, which in turn causes the tuple Until 12 H on q. In the same way,
the tuple at tick 9 causes the tuple at 15, and the tuple at tick 10 causes
the tuple at 16.
The seemingly obvious solution of deleting tuples with an identical state
is incorrect: it violates the invariant, and leads to an immediate deadlock of
the program. Some of the redundant tuples can be avoided by relaxing the
invariant: in the case of a nand, a low signal on one input xes the output
to a high value, regardless of the other input (it may even be undened), on
which the tuples may thus be ignored. When the nand is reprogrammed
to ignore tuples on one channel as long as the other channel is low, far
fewer tuples are generated. Still, the stable Flip-Flop has tuples running
around, since both Set and Reset are high in the stable situation, requiring
a redundant tuple to oat through Q and Qb.
The redundant tuples oating around are essentially caused by the dis-
tributed nature of the approach: the two nand circuits and wires operate
completely autonomously which makes an empty tuple essential for the
progress in the simulation (in (Chandy and Misra 1979) a similar eect
is observed, which is solved by sending explicit NULL messages to keep a
distributed simulator running). The problem can be solved by centralising
the solution, giving rise to a simulator known as an event-driven simulator.
1.6 Event driven simulator
With respect to the previous simulator, two major changes are imple-
mented: an explicit state of all wires is maintained, and there is a global
list of things to happen in the future, the so called events. The events
leads to new states, and possible new events. The Miranda source of the
event driven simulator is listed in Fig. 1.7. The circuit description has
been embedded in the denition of recalculate. This has altered the circuit
description although the essential aspects have been retained.
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> wire ::= Set | Reset | Q | Qb
> state == [(wire,threestate)] || List of association pairs
> event ::= At timestamp wire threestate
> || ================= ABSTRACT MACHINE PROGRAM =================
> recalculate :: wire -> (timestamp -> wire -> state -> event)
> recalculate Q = nand4 Set Qb
> recalculate Qb = nand4 Reset Q
>
> dependencies :: wire -> [wire]
> dependencies Set = [Q] || Wire Set used in def of wire Q
> dependencies Reset = [Qb] || etc. Can be derived automatically
> dependencies Q = [Qb] || from definition of recalculate,
> dependencies Qb = [Q] || explicit for the sake of simplicity
> || ============ INPUT OF ABSTRACT MACHINE PROGRAM =============
> set = [ At 0 Set L, At 7 Set H, At 28 Set L ]
> reset = [ At 0 Reset H, At 14 Reset L, At 21 Reset H ]
> initialevents = merge set reset
> initialstate = [(wire,X) | wire <-[ Set, Reset, Q, Qb ] ]
> || ==================== ABSTRACT MACHINE ======================
> select :: state -> wire -> threestate
> select st want = hd [old | (have,old) <- st; want = have]
> update :: state -> wire -> threestate -> state
> update st want new = (want,new) : [(w,v) | (w,v) <- st; want ~= w]
>
> sim :: [event] -> state -> [event]
> sim [] st = [] || Termination
> sim (e:es) st = sim es st, if select st wire = what || IGNORE
> = e : sim es' st', otherwise || Process event
> where
> (At time wire what) = e
> es' = merge es (sort more) || New events
> st' = update st wire what || New state
> more = [ mkevent out | out <- dependencies wire ]
> mkevent wire = (recalculate wire) time wire st'
> delay :: timestamp -> timestamp
> delay t = t+3
>
> nand4 :: wire -> wire -> timestamp -> wire -> state -> event
> nand4 x y t w st = At (delay t) w (nandfun (select st x) (select st y))
>
> main = sim initialevents initialstate
Fig. 1.7. The source code for an event driven simulator.
An event is represented by a three tuple At time which what. The
tuple tells at what time, which wire will get what value. The list of events
is sorted on increasing time stamp, so the event with the lowest time is
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handled rst. The time of the lowest event is also the current time of
the simulation, and since the time should increase, newly generated events
should have a time stamp larger than or equal to the current time, also
known as the causality condition: an event can have consequences for the
future, but no consequences for the past. The function sim traverses the
list of events recursively, each time producing a new state based on the old
state and the consumed event.
An event may change the state of the circuit, and when the state of one
of the wires is changed, all components connected to that state are required
to recalculate their output value, generating new events for their output
wires. The new events are merged into the old event list before calling the
simulator to consume the rest of the events. Note that in this example pro-
gram the circuit is specied twice. In the denition of recalculate and in
the denition of dependencies. This last function tells which wires have to
be recalculated on a change of a state on a specic wire. This last function
is in fact the inverse of the former, and can be derived automatically, but
both are dened for the sake of simplicity.
An event that does not cause any change in the state may be ignored, as
is done on the line marked IGNORE. An optimisation which is not allowed
in the discrete time simulator of the previous section, because it would
cause a deadlock of that algorithm. The event driven simulator does not
deadlock because all events are managed centrally: there are still future
events to continue the calculation. Without this optimisation, the event
driven simulator would have the same poor performance as the previous
discrete time simulator.
The output of the event driven simulator contains the state changes on
all the wires as a sorted list:
> main = [At 0 Set L, At 0 Reset H, At 3 Q H, At 6 Qb L, At 7 Set H,
> At 14 Reset L, At 17 Qb H, At 20 Q L, At 21 Reset H,
> At 28 Set L, At 31 Q H, At 34 Qb L]
1.7 Discussion: summarising the simulation algorithms
The four algorithms presented in the previous sections describe the basic
principles of simulation. The second algorithm is the one used in all con-
tinuous time simulations, because of the xed time step. The discrete time
and event driven algorithm are used for problems with varying time steps.
However it is possible to simulate a continuous time problem with a dis-
crete time simulator, or vice versa, at the cost of decreasing performance.
Discrete simulations are sometimes parallelised by using the discrete time
algorithm, it has a distributed nature, but other algorithms can be par-
allelised as well (Misra 1986, Overeinder et al. 1991). There are some
important dierences in terms of eciency, expressiveness and potential
parallelism. A comparison on base of these aspects is presented below.
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1.7.1 The eciency
The demand driven algorithm is inecient (both in space and in time).
In the worst case, the algorithm needs execution time that is exponential
in the in the number of components and the length of the virtual time
(construct a Flip-Flop with three-input nand gates and connect the second
and the third input of the upper nand to Qb, and the rst and the second
input of the lower nand to Q: the values of q and qb will be calculated
twice, recursively, leading to an exponential time behaviour).
The time requirements of the continuous time algorithm are linear in
the length of the simulation run, and inversely proportional to the time
step 
t
. A discrete simulation can be performed using a continuous simu-
lator (
t
should be set to the greatest common denominator of all delays in
the circuit), but it is inecient, since there are many unnecessary recom-
putations.
Although the discrete time algorithm deals better with problems with
a non constant time step, inactive parts of the model need still to be re-
computed to prevent the simulator from deadlocking. The worst case time
behaviour is for this reason identical to that of the continuous time algo-
rithm.
The event driven algorithm deals with all ineciencies, the execution
time is linear in the number of executed events, the number of changes of
the state in the circuit. For this reason the event driven algorithm is widely
used for discrete time simulations.
1.7.2 The expressiveness
All algorithms can be used to simulate all types of problems, although
simulations of a discrete time problem with a continuous time simulator or
vice versa are rather inecient. There is another dierence between the
algorithms that is related to the correctness of the simulation algorithm.
In the example of the Flip-Flop a constant delay is introduced by the nand
gate: the nand gate delays the output signal with 3 clock ticks. However,
in realistic circuits it is common that the delay is not xed, but that the
delay depends on the state of the circuit. The example of Fig. 1.8 shows a
more realistic scheme of how a simple buer behaves. In this example, the
buer needs 5 time steps to drive a signal high, and only 1 time step to
bring the signal back to low again. A pulse entering the buer, will result
in a shorter pulse on the output of the buer.
The rst algorithm computes in a demand driven fashion. Conse-
quently, the delay has to be known before the state is calculated. This
implies that the delay can only depend on the time in that part of the pro-
gram, and not on the state. The buer of Fig. 1.8 can thus not be modelled
using this algorithm.
The continuous time algorithm introduces the delay as a xed number
of X's at the start of the output list. It is possible to make the delay
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Fig. 1.8. A simple buer circuit (Output := Input), that needs more
time to get a signal high, than to bring it to low again. Consequently,
pulses are shortened, while a short pulse disappears.
dependent on the state of the wire, by checking if the wire contains a swap
from L to H (or vice versa), and to generate a variable number of output
elements as response (extra output elements for more delay, fewer output
elements for short delay). Still, it is possible to prove that the simulator
does not deadlock in that case (see (Muller 1993) for more details).
In the discrete time algorithm, the function delay adds the constant
3 to the time. This function may be changed to an arbitrary function as
long as delay satises two properties that follow directly from the correct-
ness proof of the algorithm: progress in virtual time should be guaranteed
(delay t > t) and the streams should be ordered (t
x
> t
y
) delay t
x
>
delay t
y
). The rst condition forbids the simulator to run backwards (in
fact the causality condition), and the second property guarantees that the
lists remains ordered: an unordered list of output tuples has no meaning.
A delay that directly depends on both state and the time is incorrect:
suppose that the delay function returns (t+5) on a high input, and (t+1)
on a low input, in that case the second property is not satised (since
delay H 10 6> delay L 12).
In the event driven algorithm, the only constraint is that an event gen-
erated at time t should have a time stamp greater or equal than t (the
causality condition). Consequently, two consecutive events I
1
; I
2
on an in-
put, with Time(I
1
) < Time(I
2
), can cause two output events O
1
; O
2
with
Time(O
1
) > Time(O
2
), implying that the second event has overtaken the
rst one. This is sometimes the intended result, but most of the time, the
result is disastrous. Although the event list provides the most exible so-
lution in terms of the delay, it is also the most dangerous implementation:
it oers a designer the possibility to shoot in his own foot. It does not
only support assignments, it even contains assignments somewhere in the
future. Functional programmers advocate that it is hard to reason about
assignments, it is illustrated here that it is even harder to reason about
future assignments. An event list should be used carefully so that common
causality rules are not violated.
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1.7.3 The potential parallelism
The rst simulation algorithm has an exponential complexity, the paralleli-
sation is thus trivial (ordinary divide and conquer suces). The continuous
and discrete time simulators are trivially parallelised, as well. Both lead to
process networks (Kahn 1974) that can be mapped onto a multi processor
machine. The communications and computations are decentralised, so as
long as the communication graph of the process network can be mapped
on the physical machine, both the continuous and discrete time simulators
are perfectly scalable. Depending on the number of start elements on the
various lists, the communication and computations can even be pipelined.
The event driven simulator is not parallel at all. The central event list
needs to be stored somewhere, and even events with an identical virtual
time cannot be executed in parallel in this implementation (because the
order in which events are applied might result in dierent values). For
this reason discrete simulations are always parallelised using the discrete
time algorithm. Heuristics are then applied to reduce the number of re-
dundant synchronisations (see for example (Vries 1990)), but in worst case
the algorithm is as inecient as a continuous time simulation.
1.8 Conclusion
The abstract machine models of four simulation algorithms have been spec-
ied. These are for a demand driven, a continuous time, a discrete time
and a event driven simulation. Three of the models have a distributed con-
trol that allows for a parallel implementation of the simulation problem,
while the fourth model has a centralised nature. To extend the insights on
the abstract machine models, they have been specied formally as func-
tional programs. These formal denitions allow us to reason about the
performance (parallelism, eciency) and correctness (deadlock freedom,
simulation results).
Demand driven simulation is inecient, and is consequently directly
parallelisable. Continuous time simulations are trivially parallelised (in fact
many applications that are currently executing on todays parallel machines
are continuous simulation problems). Parallelising discrete time simulators
is much harder, the version that is easily distributed is inecient (in the
worst case as inecient as the use of a continuous time scale simulator),
the one that is ecient cannot be distributed because of the global control.
Parallelisation of discrete time problems in general is hard, but for certain
classes of simulation problems (which can be formulated using the discrete
time algorithm without loosing too much eciency) an ecient parallel
simulation is feasible.
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